
 

I DON`T KNOW, MY LITTLE CHILD 1 

       ( D – major ) 2 

 3 

    Prelude:   D – A – D – A - D 4 

 5 

 6 

   D        G                         A            D 7 

1.  Well you know we all get older,       and at some point doubts can arise. 8 

   D                          G         E       A 9 

    Why does the atmosphere keep getting colder     when you disagree and can`t compromise?  10 

   h                      G                               A 11 

    Why do so many try to achieve their goals,     regardless of the losses and ruthlessly? 12 

            e                        G              A 13 

    Why are there so many broken souls?       Why do people have to fight   to be free? 14 

 15 

2.  Why do we spit in other people`s faces,      why do we hate, destroy and slay? 16 

    Why is there fanaticism against races,       why does God just turn away? 17 

    And mutual understanding       and the willingness to reconcile 18 

- you can see it – are slowly ending,      but why, I don`t know, my little child. 19 

 20 

3.  People spend a lot of money       to fight and defend, but also to kill, 21 

    but for any of us it wouldn`t be funny,       if his own blood then would be spilled. 22 

    When on earth will sanity return       and guns go silent even for a little while. 23 

    When do we grasp the lessons we need to learn?  I don`t know, my little child. 24 

 25 

 26 

    Bridge: 27 

  D          G                         A                   D 28 

    You will see, that even the elderly        are often not what they pretend to be, 29 

  D                                G                 E      A 30 

    That they sometimes act against their own beliefs  and they give in and bend the knee. 31 

  G               D                        G               D  32 

    Adults certainly don`t wear a halo,        it often mean “Yes!”, when they say: “No!”, 33 

            e                  A 34 

    They are relentless and act with scorn. 35 

  G                           D            G       D 36 

    A signal of strength they would like to send,      but in troubles they will bend  37 

     C       A 38 

    like a branch in a strong storm. 39 

 40 

 41 

4.  Why is gloating often greater         than compassion for those who fall? 42 

    For everyone - sooner or later -         there will be defeats, severe or small. 43 

    Nobody here on earth is perfect.             Everyone shows weaknesses and flaws. 44 

    Instead of separating we should try to connect.       Just together we can reach the saving shores.  45 

 46 

5.  Well, I guess I can`t bitch too much         because I`m a part of the whole. 47 

    I too show hate, anger, disgust and grudge,       and sometimes play an arrogant role. 48 

    But you can learn from the mistakes         and try to create a better earth. 49 

    When we try to heal what separates and aches.      Then everyone`s existence will increase  50 

              in worth. 51 

 52 

6.  The future will show whether reason will prevail      and your generation will act with new ideals. 53 

    Or does it follow the same trail          not willing false steps to reveal? 54 

    You too can show through your thought and actions  how to tolerate, agree and reconcile. 55 

    Such a life brings happiness and satisfaction         and can trigger an avalanche, my little child. 56 

 57 
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